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Abstract 

A novel approach to secret video sharing 

with steganographic effects is proposed, in 

which the time and space redundancy 

characteristic of a continuous image sequence is 

utilized. First, frame differencing is carried out 

to decrease the image data amount coming from 

the static background where pixel values keep 

unchanged in successive frames. In each 

generated difference frame, some pixels are still 

with relative large gray-level values on the 

region where moving objects are located. 

Therefore, an extra quantization process is 

performed to decrease further the data amount 

that needs to be shared and embedded. Then, the 

quantized difference frame is encoded into a 

number of shares for a group of secret sharing 

participants. Moreover, a data hiding process is 

included for creating steganographic effects. 

Shares are embedded into the pre-selected image 

sequence before they are delivered to 

participants. Invaders cannot be aware of the 

existence of the shares easily. Examples are also 

included to illustrate the proposed scheme. 

Keywords: Secret sharing, frame differencing, 

steganography, quantization, data hiding 

1. Introduction 

Secret keeping and protection is an 

important issue in many information security 

applications. One way is to share a secret among 

a group of participants. A well-known technique 

for this is the (k, n)-threshold method proposed 

by Shamir [1] and studied by several others [2-4], 

by which secret data can be encoded into n 

shares and distributed to n participants, and only 

when any k or more of the shares are collected 

can the secret be recovered. 

Steganography is a kind of data hiding 

technique that provides another way of security 

keeping and protection. Numerous schemes have 

been developed to achieve the goal of data 

hiding [5-12]. Differing from the usual secret 

sharing schemes, which generate noisy data sets 

as shares that might be suspicious to invaders, 

the idea of embedding shares into meaningful 

contents is proposed in this study. This enhances 

the security protection effect. It requires the use 

of data hiding techniques after the secret sharing 

process. 

In this paper, a scheme about sharing 

image sequences and embedding the generated 

shares into meaningful image sequences is 

proposed. Image sequences possess the 

characteristics of large data amount and high 

inter-frame correlation. Large data amount 

makes the size of the generated shares large and 

therefore the subsequent data hiding process 

hard to accomplish. The high inter-frame 

correlation can be utilized to decrease the data 

amount that needs to be shared and embedded, 



  

and acquire a feasible result in quality in the 

meantime. 

The rest of this paper is organized as 

follows. In section 2, we describe the proposed 

secret video sharing process. In Section 3, the 

proposed method of secret video recovery is 

introduced. Some experimental results are 

shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are 

given in Section 5. 

2.�Proposed Process of Share Encryption 

In the proposed process of share encryption 

for n participants, a secret image sequence I is 

encrypted into n shares, which are then 

embedded into n cover image sequences selected 

in advance by the participants, resulting in n 

stego-image sequences. The entire process 

consists of four major steps: frame differencing, 

quantization, secret sharing, and data hiding. 

Frame differencing is a common technique 

used in processing images with motion objects 

for the purpose of data size reduction. Each 

computed difference frame is usually with a 

relative smaller amount of data than the original 

frames because the gray-level values of the 

major portion of the difference frame belonging 

to the static image background mostly are close 

to zeros. On the other hand, the difference 

frames can be used to reconstruct the original 

image frames. These properties help subsequent 

secret sharing and data hide steps, which 

otherwise are difficult to carry out because of the 

enormity of the data amount. However, the 

gray-level values of the portion belonging to 

moving objects might still be large. Therefore, a 

quantization process is performed next to reduce 

further the data amount that need be shared. 

Then the Shamir (k, n)-threshold scheme [1] 

is employed to encrypt the resulting difference 

frames into n shares. Finally, each participant’s 

share is embedded into a participant-chosen 

image sequence by a data hiding scheme. The 

data hiding process creates an effect of 

steganography to the shares, which makes an 

invader unaware of the existence of the shares. It 

provides another way of security protection 

other than the secret sharing scheme. As to the 

process of decryption, its steps are similar to 

those executed in the encryption process except 

in a reverse order. In the remainder of this 

section, we describe first the details of the 

encryption process, which is divided into two 

parts, secret sharing and data hiding. The 

decryption process will be described in the next 

section. We denote the gray-level value of an 

image I at coordinates (x, y) by I(x, y). 

Algorithm 1: The process of secret sharing. 

Input: an image sequence with frames I, I1, I2, …, 

Ik. 

Output: n sets of shares, which can be used to 

reconstruct I. 

Steps. 

Step 1. For i = 1 to k−1, perform the following 

steps. 

1.1 (Frame differencing) Compute difference 

frame Di by subtracting the gray-level value of 

each pixel in Ii from that of the corresponding 

one in Ii+1, i.e. compute 

Di(x, y) = Ii+1(x, y) − Ii(x, y). (1) 

1.2 (Quantization of frame difference values) 

Perform the following quantization to each pixel 

of D, resulting in a quantized difference frame, 

denoted as D’: 
a. For each pixel in Di with gray-level values 

greater than 15, divide them by 16. 

b. For each pixel in Di with gray values smaller 



  

than −15, divide them by −16. 

c. For each pixel in Di with gray-level values 

greater than −16 and smaller than 0, divide them 

by −1. 

d. Otherwise, do nothing. 

1.3 Establish a quantzation_table Qi to record 

which condition the corresponding pixel belongs 

to. 

1.4 According to the condition recorded in Qi, 

compute  

Ii+1’(x, y) = Ii(x, y) � Di’(x, y) � qi(x, y), (2) 

where the value of qi(x, y) is decided by the 

following conditions: 

a. qi(x, y) is 16 if condition a is recorded in Qi. 

b. qi(x, y) is -16 if condition b is recorded in Qi. 

c. qi(x, y) is -1 if condition c is recorded in Qi. 

d. qi(x, y) is 1 if condition d is recorded in Qi. 

1.5 Replace Ii+1 by Ii+1’. 
1.6 Encrypt Di’ with the Shamir (k, n)-threshold 

scheme into n shares, Si1, Si2, …, Sin. 

Step 2. Collect for each secret sharing participant 

the corresponding k−1 shares, with each share 

from a Di’. 
 

In Step 1.1, we do a frame differencing 

process. Because Di(x, y) is close to zero if Ii(x, y) 

is a pixel on the static background, the amount 

of data for Di(x, y) usually decreases drastically 

than that for Ii+1(x, y), which can be 

reconstructed from Ii(x, y) and Di(x, y). 

Therefore, storing difference frame Di(x, y) 

instead of Ii+1(x, y) is with the effect of space 

saving. Next, we perform a quantization process 

that reduces the data amount needed in the 

moving object whose gray values are relative 

large. Besides, we also want to control the 

quantized values to be positive, so an extra 

“divide –1” operation is executed for the 

negative values in Di. These are summarized in 

Step 1.2. For the future reconstruction of Di, we 

establish a quantization_table to record which 

operation we performed in Step 1.2. In Step 1.5 

and 1.6, we reconstruct the value of Ii+1. First, 

we reconstruct the value of approximate Di by 

Di’(x, y) � qi(x, y). The value of qi(x, y) which is 

decided by the content of Qi(x, y) is the same as 

that Di(x, y) divided in Step 1.2. Some distortion 

exists in this step, but we will show the 

distortion is acceptable in the experimental 

section. Then, the approximate next frame, Ii+1’(x, 

y), can be computed by Eq. (2). The computed 

Ii+1’(x, y), instead of Ii+1(x, y), is further used to 

calculate the value of Di+1 because the 

participants can reconstruct Ii+1’(x, y) only by the 

shares of Di’ in the decryption phase. Wrongly 

choosing Ii+1(x, y) to calculate Di+1 makes        

Ii+2(x, y) = Ii+1’(x, y) � Di+1(x, y) 

� Ii+1’(x, y) � (Ii+2(x, y) − Ii(x, y)) 

 = Ii+2(x, y) � (Ii+1’(x, y) − Ii(x, y)). 

An extra distortion (Ii+1’(x, y) − Ii(x, y)) is 

generated which will degrade the quality of 

reconstructed image sequence.  

In Step 1.7, we introduce Shamir (k, 

n)-threshold scheme to share Di’, the key point to 

reconstruct the original image sequence. The 

details of this sharing process are described as 

follows. Based on a pre-selected secret integer 

value y and a threshold k, and by using the 

following (k − 1)-degree polynomial 
1

1
2

21)( −

−
×+⋅⋅⋅+×+×+= k

k xmxmxmyxF mod p, (3) 

the generation of the n shares proceeds in the 

following way. 

1. Choose y to be the value of Di’(x, y) that is to 

be shared. 

2. Select the number k is to be no larger than n. 

3. Choose p to be the nearest prime number 



  

larger than Di’(x, y). 

4. Choose k – 1 integer values m1, m2, …, mk-1 

randomly in the range [0, p]. 

5. For each participant a, compute a 

corresponding value of F(a) by Equation (3). 

6. Take F(a) as a share Sai. 

 

Here we use modular arithmetic instead of 

real arithmetic as Shamir did. The set where all 

integers modulo a prime number p form a Galois 

field. In this field, we can reconstruct the 

polynomial F(x) using an interpolation method 

in the recovery phase which will be described in 

the next section. From Step 1.2, we know that 

the value of Di’(x, y) is restricted within the 

range [0, 15], so we choose p as 17, the nearest 

prime number larger than Di’(x, y). 

So far, we have accomplished a mechanism 

that not only shares a secret image sequence but 

also generates a small amount of share data for 

each participant. In our proposed scheme, the 

difference frames, which can be used to 

reconstruct original frames, record the portion of 

the static background with small storage space. 

Hence the information we must process 

decreases preliminarily. Moreover, an extra 

quantization process is applied to manipulate the 

remaining pixels with gray values out of the 

range [0, 15] and further decrease the amount of 

information that need be securely dealt with. 

It is mentioned that the shares for each 

participant is meaningless in the form of image 

sequence, which may be suspicious to invaders. 

Therefore, a data hiding process is introduced 

after secret sharing is performed. The detailed 

algorithm lists below. 

Algorithm 2: The process of data hiding. 

Input: n sets of shares, S11, S12, …, S1(k−1), S21, 

S22, …, S2(k−1), …, Sn(k−1). 

Output: n pre-selected image sequences, C1, 

C2, …, Cn with length longer than k−1 where 

corresponding set of shares are embedded in. 

Steps. 

Step 1. For participant a = 1 to n and frame i = 1 

to k−1, perform the following steps. 

1.1 For Sai(x, y), acquire the value of Cai(x, y) 

and transform it into 17ary, which must be in the 

form (pq)17. Compute 

d = |Sai(x, y) − q|.  (4) 

a. If q ≤ 8 and d > 8, use ((p−1)Sai(x, y))17 to 

substitute (pq)17. 

b. If q ≤ 8 and d ≤ 8, use (pSai(x, y))17 to 

substitute (pq)17. 

c. If q > 8 and d > 8, use ((p�1)Sai(x, y))17 to 

substitute (pq)17. 

d. If q > 8 and d ≤ 8, use (pSai(x, y))17 to 

substitute (pq)17. 

Step 2. Deliver the n stego-image sequences 

where shares are embedded to n participants. 

 

In Step 1, we try to embed shares generated 

in Algorithm 1 into the corresponding image 

sequence selected by the participant. From Eq. 

(3) with p is 17, it is guaranteed that the range of 

the value of Sai(x, y) falls in [0, 16]. Therefore, 

we first transform the gray value of the pixel in 

the cover image to in the form of (pq)17. Then 

we embed the share into it by replacing the value 

of q with Sai(x, y), which does not exceed the 

least significant digit. Furthermore, we optimize 

the degree of distortion that arises from data 

embedding according to the evaluation of Eq. (4). 

The details list in Step 1.1. The difference 

between the embedding result and the original 

pixel value will not exceed 8. The reason is 

explained as follows.  



  

1. For condition a: q ≤ 8 and d > 8 imply that 

Sai(x, y) > q. 

(pq)17 − ((p−1)Sai(x, y))17 = (((p−1)q)17 � 17 − 

((p−1)Sai(x, y))17) = 17 � q − Sai(x, y) < 17 � 

(-8) = 9. 

2. For condition b: d ≤ 8, the result is trivial. 

3. For condition c: q > 8 and d > 8 imply that 

Sai(x, y) < q. 

((p�1)Sai(x, y))17 − (pq)17 = (pSai(x, y))17 � 17 

− (pq)17 = 17 � Sai(x, y) − q < 17 � (-8) = 9.4.

 For condition d: 

d ≤ 8, the result is trivial. 

Afterwards, we deliver the n stego-image 

sequences to accomplish the whole secret hiding 

process. 

In this phase, we achieve the goal of 

steganography. It provides another way of 

security protection. Unlike utilizing a particular 

cipher algorithm to protect secret data from 

illicit access, the purpose of cover 

communication is to embed secret data in 

pre-selected meaningful images, called cover 

images, without creating visually perceptible 

changes to keep an invader unaware of the 

existence of the secret. Moreover, we manipulate 

our method to restrict the difference of the pixel 

value between the original and stego image 

under 8, while 31 is guaranteed by pure least 

significant bits replacement method.  

3. Proposed Process of Decryption 

In this section, we first describe the process 

of decryption, which is divided into two 

algorithms, and then explain the details.  

Algorithm 3: The process of data extraction. 

Input: the n image sequences, C1, C2, …, Cn held 

by the n secret sharing participants. 

Output: n sets of shares, S11, S12, …, S1(k−1), S21, 

S22, …, S2(k−1), …, Sn(k−1). 

Steps. 

Step 1. For participant a = 1 to n and frame i = 1 

to k−1, perform the following steps. 

1.1 Acquire the value of Cai(x, y) and transform 

it into 17ary, which must be in the form (pq)17. 

Extract q as Sai(x, y). 

In the above algorithm, we just extract the 

pixel value of each stego image and then 

transform it into the form of 17ary. The value in 

the least significant digit is what we want. After 

getting all the shares, a secret recovery process 

must be performed to restore the original secret 

image sequence. 

Algorithm 4: The process of secret recovery. 

Input: n sets of shares, S11, S12, …, S1(k−1), S21, 

S22, …, S2(k−1), …, Sn(k−1), held by the n secret 

sharing participants, respectively; the 

quantization_table Q1, Q2, …, Q(k−1); the first 

frame of I, I1. 

Output: the secret image sequence I. 

Steps. 

Step 1. For frame i = 1 to k−1, perform the 

following steps. 

1.1 Reconstruct the value of Di’(x, y) using the 

interpolation method mentioned in [1] from the n 

corresponding shares, Si1, Si2, …, Sin, held by the n 

participants. 

1.2 According to the condition recorded in Qi, 

compute  

Ii+1’(x, y) = Ii(x, y) � Di’(x, y) � qi(x, y) as 

Eq. (2), 

where the value of qi(x, y) is decided by the 

following conditions: 

a. qi(x, y) is 16 if condition a is recorded in Qi. 

b. qi(x, y) is -16 if condition b is recorded in Qi. 

c. qi(x, y) is -1 if condition c is recorded in Qi. 

d. qi(x, y) is 1 if condition d is recorded in Qi. 



  

1.3 Replace Ii+1 by Ii+1’. 
Step 2. Combine in order all frames obtained in 

the last step to reconstruct the original secret 

image sequence. 

After extraction of shares embedded in 

cover image sequences, we try to recover the 

frames of the secret image sequence one by one 

in Step 1. In Step 1.1, we recover the value of Di’ 
of each frame. The details are described as 

follows. 

1. Collect at least k secret shares, which are 

assumed to be the first k without loss of 

generality, from the n ones to form a system 

of equations as follows: 
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2. Use the Lagrange method to solve the k 

unknowns, m1, m2, …, mk-1, and y, in the 

above k equations, and reconstruct the (k�

1)-degree polynomial F(x) described by Eq. 

(3). Note that the F(i) in (5) with 1 ≤ i ≤ k are 

k known values collected from the k secret 

shares. 

3. Construct F(x) by the following formula: 
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And take the secret value C1 = y to be F(0). 

Note that according to Shamir [1], if fewer 

than k secret shares are collected, the k 

unknowns cannot be solved and the desired y 

value cannot be reconstructed. After we get the 

value of Di’, we obtain correct qi(x, y) from Qi 

and compute the next frame through the current 

frame as Eq. (2). Repeat these operations to get 

all the frames of the secret image sequence. 

Finally, we combine in order these frames to 

reconstruct the original image sequence. 

4. Experimental results 

In this section, some experimental results 

are shown to prove the feasibility of the 

proposed scheme. For ease of demonstration, we 

use gray image sequence to evaluate our scheme. 

But it is intuitively easy to extent our scheme to 

full color image sequence by just applying the 

operations we introduce in the last two sections 

on all RGB channels. We show as an example 

the effect of our scheme for the (2, 3)-threshold 

case here by some experimental results. 

We first take an image sequence as the 

secret image sequence. Parts of it are shown in 

Fig.1 (a) through (d). After we performed the 

Algorithm 1 and 2, we got three sets of shares 

embedded in three pre-selected image sequences. 

Parts of one of the cover image sequence and the 

corresponding stego image sequence are shown 

in Fig.1 (e) through (h) and Fig.1 (i) through (l), 

respectively. The average PSNR of the stego 

image sequences is 34.24dB. In the phase of 

recovery, we extracted two of the three sets of 

shares as the Algorithm 3 described and 

recovered the secret as the Algorithm 4 did. Parts 

of the recovered image sequence corresponding 

to Fig.1 (a) through (d) are shown in Fig.1 (m) 

through (p). The average PSNR of the recovered 

image sequences is 32.96dB. Experimental 

results verify that the proposed scheme is 

feasible and the quality of the generated stego 

and recovered image sequences are visually 

acceptable. 



  

5.Conclusions 

A new scheme for secret image sequence 

sharing has been proposed, which can limit the 

size of the generated shares and possess 

steganography effects. Some characteristics of 

continuous image sequences are employed first 

to decrease the data that need to be processed. 

Then, the (k, n)-threshold function is adopted for 

a group of n participants to share the secret. 

Only k or more out of the n participants attend 

can the original image sequence be recovered. 

Finally, the proposed scheme is equipped with 

the capability of steganography. Participants can 

choose an image sequence, where the size of 

each frame is the same as that of the original 

image sequence, to embed the generated shares 

in it before delivering the shares. Furthermore, 

the quality of the recovered image sequence is 

feasible by experiments. This system is thus 

suitable applications where high security and 

efficiency is required. 
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Fig. 1. (a) through (d) Parts of the secret image sequence. (e) through (h) Parts of the 
cover image sequence. (i) through (l) Parts of the stego image corresponding to (e) 
through (h). (m) through (p) Parts of the recovered image sequence corresponding to 
(a) through (d). 


